
FLOOR PLATE – LEVEL 26 (ROOFTOP AMENITY)

Dimensions, design features, floor areas, specifications and room configurations subject to change without notice. The development is not completed and so the final product may differ from thatdepicted in this floor plan. Buyers should refer to and rely on the Identification Plan included in the Disclosure Documents. Subject to Variations in accordance with

Contract Terms. This plan is a preliminary concept design and is not to scale and is for illustrative purposes only. The final product may differ from that illustrated.  Furniture depicted is provided as a guide only and is not sold pursuant to the contract of sale.  Design is subject to change pending planning and consultant advice. To the extent of any inconsistency

between this floor plan and the building format plan, the building format plan prevails.  Areas are approximate only, pending surveyor advice.  These plans are subject to variation as set out in the contract of sale including resulting from design changes, approvals and final survey following completion of construction.  Changes, including dimensions, specifications

and fittings (including colours), will occur as the development progresses. In the event the area or dimensions shown on this plan is inconsistent with the area or dimensions shown on the disclosure plan attached in part 2 of the disclosure statement, the disclosure plan prevails.
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FLOOR PLAN - ROOFTOP TERRACE

BAR   Bar Joinery

BBQ   Electric Barbeque

PWDR   Powder Room

PWD WC  Disabled Toilet

RC   Refuse Chute

TVJ   Television Joinery

Dimensions, design features, floor areas, specifications and room configurations subject to change without notice. The development is not completed and so the final product may differ from that depicted in this floor plan. Buyers should refer 
to and rely on the Identification Plan included in the Disclosure Documents. Subject to Variations in accordance with Contract Terms. This plan is a preliminary concept design and is not to scale and is for illustrative purposes only. The final 
product may differ from that illustrated. Furniture depicted is provided as a guide only and is not sold pursuant to the contract of sale. Design is subject to change pending planning and consultant advice. To the extent of any inconsistency 
between this floor plan and the building format plan, the building format plan prevails. Areas are approximate only, pending surveyor advice. These plans are subject to variation as set out in the contract of sale including resulting from design 
changes, approvals and final survey following completion of construction. Changes, including dimensions, specifications and fittings (including colours), will occur as the development progresses. In the event the area or dimensions shown on 
this plan is inconsistent with the area or dimensions shown on the disclosure plan attached in part 2 of the disclosure statement, the disclosure plan prevails.. 


